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We study operators G: L'(R") + L'(R") given by a nondegenerate complex 
Gaussian kernel. In many cases such an operator attains its bound at a maximizing 
Gaussian function g f L'(R"). To show this we prove a complexified version of 
Edward Nelson’s hypercontractive theorem. 0 1989 Academic Pms, 1nc. 
The guiding principle of this paper is that an operator G: LY(Rn) + 
LP(R”) given by a nondegenerate complex Gaussian kernel should attain 
its bound at some maximizing Gaussian function g E Lq(R”). In the course 
of their work [3] on the best constants in Young’s inequality, 
H. J. Brascamp and Elliott Lieb proved a theorem to this effect for real 
Gaussian kernels. However, their method of using spherically symmetric 
decreasing rearrangements is strictly real variable and does not extend to 
the complex case. In the present work we partially address the situation 
with general complex Gaussian kernels. 
A complete solution of the one-dimensional problem with 1 < q < p < 00 
is afforded by a complexified version of Edward Nelson’s hypercontractive 
theorem [S, 91. Let HJx) denote the nth unnormalized Hermite polyno- 
mial corresponding to the unit Gauss measure & on R 
Lip(x) = e-xZ’2(27r--‘* dx; 
that is, 
H,(x) = J” (x + iy)” 4-4~). 
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For c(EC, (SI( 6 1, we define the Hermite semigroup T(cc) by its action on 
Hermite polynomials: 
r(a): H,, H d’H,,. 
Since the Hermite polynomials are a complete orthogonal set in L2(R, dp), 
r(a) extends by continuity to a contraction on all of L2(R, &). The hyper- 
contractive theorem states that for CI E R and 1 <q6 p < co, the Hermite 
operator T(a): LY(R, d,u) + LP(R, d,u) is a contraction if and only if 
Nelson first proved this theorem using Fock space techniques. Leonard 
Gross then showed its equivalence to his logarithmic Sobolev inequalities 
in [S]. Since then, both William Beckner [Z] and Brascamp and Lieb have 
shown the hypercontractive theorem to be a consequence of their sharp 
Young’s inequalities. In Section 1 of this paper we use some of Beckner’s 
methods to find the full set of IY. E C such that T(a): Lq(R, &) -+ LP(R, &) 
is a contraction. These methods were originally devised by Beckner in 
order to calculate the best constants in the Hausdorff-Young inequalities, 
special cases of which had been previously established by K. I. Babenko 
in [l]. 
In Section 2 we show how a change of variables in the complex hyper- 
contractive theorem solves the problem of finding exact bounds -for the 
Gaussian operators G: L4(R) + L”(R). Our vehicle here is the Mehler 
kernel. Section 2 also contains some special techniques for kernels outside 
the scope of our 1 < q < p < cc theorem. 
Some higher dimensional results are presented in Section 3. Using Fock 
space ideas we prove another version of the complex hypercontractive 
theorem. 
The author thanks Professor Edward Nelson for providing him with this 
Ph.D. thesis subject. 
1. THE COMPLEX HYPERCONTRACTIVE THEOREM 
In his work on the sharp Hausdorff-Young inequality, William 
Beckner [2] proved that for a = i J&-l and 1 < q d 2, T(a): LY(R, dp) -+ 
Lq’(R, &) is a contraction. By a change of variables he then obtained the 
best constant for the Hausdorff-Young inequality. In this section we 
modify his methods to obtain the fully complexified version of the hyper- 
contractive theorem. 
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It should be mentioned that in Ref. [4] R. Coifman et al. established the 
special case q = p’ of Theorem 1.1 by a complex interpolation technique. In 
Ref. [ 131 F. Weissler also obtained part of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 1 <q <p < 00, UEC, Ja] < 1. Then r(a): L4(dp) -+ 
Lp(dp) is a contraction if a satisfies the infinitesimal condition 
(Im az)’ + (p - l)(Re az)’ 6 (Im z)’ + (q - l)(Re z)* for all z E C. 
Note 1.2. By calculating the effect of T(a) on exponentials, it can be 
shown that if a does not satisfy the infinitesimal condition, then 
T(a): L4(dp) + Lp(dp) is unbounded, irrespective of the q d p condition. 
This contraction/unbounded alternative is important for the applications in 
Section 2. 
Note 1.3. The infinitesimal condition is equivalent to the nonpositivity 
of a certain quadratic form in z: 
((Im a)’ + (p - l)(Re a)’ - (q - l))(Re z)’ 
- 2((p - 2)(Re a)(Im a))(Re z)(Im z) 
+((Rea)2+(p-1)(Ima)2-1)(Imz)2~0. 
The trace condition on this form is la\ 2 < q/p, while the determinant condi- 
tion describes a region bounded by a quartic curve: 
(p-l)la~4-(q+p-2)(Rea)2-(pq-p-q+2)(Ima)2+(q-1)~0. 
It suffices to show that when the infinitesimal condition holds, 
for every complex polynomial f(x), since polynomials are dense in the 
Banach spaces Lp(dp). We prove this inequality using Beckner’s discretiza- 
tion technique. First we introduce some notation. The variables x,, . . . . x, 
are discrete variables assuming the values + l/A. The following functions 
of these variables are used to approximate Hermite polynomials in the 
variable x=x,+ . . . +x,. 
(~n,Ax~,...,x,)=d! 1 x,n;~~x,,. 
m,< ... <rnd 
(1) 
Here we assume n > d so that this is a polynomial of degree one in each 
variable separately. To single out a particular variable we have 
%,d(X1 3 ..., xn) = (Pn- I,dtX,, .*., -6, ..., x,) 
+X/c dv,- I.d- ,(X,, . . . . -f/c, . . . . X,), (2) 
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where x.k means that the variable xk has been deleted. The relation between 
the functions qn,‘, and Hermite polynomials is contained in Beckner’s 
formula (see [2]) 
q&J-~,, .‘., x,)=N,(x, + “’ +x,1 
1 C&7-J 
+; 1 ad,,Hd-Zr(x,+ ..’ +x,). (3) 
r=l 
The coefficients Q depend on n, but are uniformly bounded in n for 
fixed d. 
Associated with the polynomial 
f(x)= 5 bdHd(X) 
d=O 
will be the function of n variables 
44x1 2 . . . . xn) = : bd~,d(x, 9 . ..> xn). 
d=O 
Note that an arbitrary polynomial in the variable xi is at most degree one, 
since x2 = l/n. Imitating the action of T(E) on Hd(x), we define the 
operator Ki by its effect on first order polynomials in xi: 
&(a + bxi) = a + abx,. 
Ki can be applied to a function of all n variables xi, . . . . x, by absorbing the 
non-xi variables into the coefficients a and b in the definition of Ki. It is 
clear from the definition (1) that (P~,~ is an eigenfunction of the composi- 
tion of all the &operators: 
K, . ’ . K, (Pn,d = Cld%,d. (4) 
The discretization of our problem is now a simple application of the 
central limit theorem. Let dv(x) denote the measure with weights l/2 at 
f 1,‘and let dv,(x) denote the resealed measure dv(,,h x). The central limit 
theorem says that the n-fold convolution measures dv, * ... * dv, converge 
weakly as n -+ co to the unit Gauss measure dp on R. So using relation (3) 
on our associated functions f and q we obtain 
lim If(a) f(x, + ... +x,)-K, . ..K.cp(x,, ..,, x,)IP 
II-cx I 
x dv,(x,) . dv,(x,) = 0. 
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More explicitly, 
cw21 
T(a)f- Kl . ..K.,cp= -;dtOb,~’ c %f,Jd-2AX1+ ... +x,1 
r=O 
1 M = -- c cd”dH,(x,+ ... +x,), 
nd=O 
where the new constants cd depend on n but are uniformly bounded. 
Finally, using the triangle inequality we have 
Il~(x)fIIPL+,,i,=~~~ s IK, . ..Kcp(x., . .. .)l”~v,(x,)~~~~v,(x,) (5  
for every polynomial J We use this representation to prove the theorem. 
The idea of the proof is to inductively remove the K-operators using a 
variation of Beckner’s lemma on tensor products of contractions, first 
proved by I. E. Segal for contractions given by positive kernels. 
LEMMA (Segal-Beckner). Consider two linear operators T, and T, which 
are integral operators defined by kernels; suppose 
T, : Lq(dp,) + Lp(dA,), II T, II G 1, 
T2 : L4(dp,) + LP(dA,), II T, II d 1, 
where dpi and dAi are a-finite measures; then if q < p, we have for the 
product qf the two operators 
T, T,: Ly(dp, x dp2) + Lp(d/I, x d/I,), II T, T2 II G 1. 
Suppose now that c( is such that the K-operators obey the exact two-point 
inequality: 
IK(a + bxJll Lp(dv,) 6 lb + bxi II UW.) Vu, bEC; 
that is, 
Ja+abjP+ja---bJP ja+bJ4+Ja-b6)Y 
2 2 
Va, b E C. 
Then Segal-Beckner’s lemma applied to the integrals on the right side 
of Eq. (5) shows that T(U): LP(R, dp) -+ Lq(R, dp) is a contraction. In 
Ref. [ 131 F. Weissler has proven in effect hat the two-point inequalities and 
our infinitesimal conditions are equivalent, except possibly for the cases 
2<q<p<3 and 3/2<q<p<2 which are an open problem. (The two- 
point inequalities may be stronger in these cases.) In our approach we 
completely avoid these difficult inequalities. 
The probabilistic estimates in the proof are simplified if we employ a 
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quaternionic regularization trick (suggested by E. Nelson in his Fall 1986 
graduate course). The effect of this trick is to remove all possible zeroes of 
the complex-valued polynomials under consideration. More precisely, what 
we will show is that for every E > 0 and polynomial ,f(x), 
Ilr(a)(&i+f)II L,P(d~) d IId +fll LVd/l,r)> (6) 
provided a satisfies the infinitesimal condition. Of course the symbol j in the 
inequality means the quaternion j. Taking E --f 0 on both sides gives the 
desired inequality. The following lemma will later justify our use of quater- 
nions. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let CI E C, (a/ < 1. If the inequality 
Id’ + (p - 2)(Re a~)* G IYI* + (4 - 2W ~1’ 
holds for every y E C, then it also holds ,for y E H. 
Note 1.5. This inequality is equivalent to the inequality in the 
infinitesimal condition. 
Proof: Assume the inequality holds for all y E C, and let j3 = a + bi + 
cj + dk. Then we calculate 
~a~~‘+(p-2)(Reor~)2=~a(a+bi)~2+~cl(cj+dk)~2+(p-2)(Rea(a+bi))2 
= (cc(a + bi)(* + (c((c + di) j12 + (p - 2)(Re cr(a + bi))2 
= la(a+bi)J2+ I~~(c+di)l’+ (p-2)(Re~(d+bi))~ 
6la+bil*+(c+dil*+(q-2)(Rea)* 
= WI’+ (q-2)Wb)*. I 
In the following modified version of Segal-Beckner’s lemma we use 
Minkowski’s inequality for integrals (see [ 11)) which says that for r $1, 
iJ (J dx l~(x,Y),dy~~l’r~ld~{j.lF(-i, y)‘dr)li’. 
The restriction r 3 1 in Minkowski’s inequality accounts for our restriction 
4 6 P. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let 1 < q < p < GO. Suppose that the indicator function xRpg 
has the property that Vm E { 1, . . . . n} and x,, . . . . A?,, . . . . x, heldfixed, 
l!P 
XI&lr .-.> XnWK, . . . fL(d + cp)l p dv,(xJ 
S~~~~(x,,....x,)I~,...K,-,(Ej+(~)l~dv,(x,) 
l/Y 
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Then 
VP 
XRf?g IKI ... K,(&j+(p)Ipdv,(x,) ..-dv,(x,) 
1 xRrgM+ dy dv,(xl)~~~dv,bti) 
llq 
. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of integrations perfor- 
med. Suppose that for all x1, . . . . x,, 
0 I 
IlP 
&#I . ..K.,(Ej+ cP)lpd”,(Xm+,)~~~d”n(X,) 
<(l+c)“-” 
11 
~~~~lK~...K~(&j+~)I~dv,(x,+~)...dv,(x,) 
Consider x,, . . . . x, ~ I fixed now. Then 
l/P 
XReg IK, . . . K,,(&j + cp)l p dv,(x,) . . . dv,(x,) 
6 (1 + C)“-m 
II 
dvn(xm) 
X (J XR~ IK:1 ~~~K,(~J’+(~)I~dv,(x,+,)~~~dv,(x,) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
~(1 +c)-~ jdvv,,(x,+,)-dv,(x,) 
4iP I/q 
X dv,(x,) xReglK:l . ..KSEJ’+ cp)lp > I
(using Minkowski’s inequality for integrals 
and the assumption q d p) 
<(l +C)n--m+l dv&m + 1 ) . .‘. dv,(x,) 
x dv,(x,J xReglKI ~~~K.-,(Ej+(PN4 I 
which completes the inductive step. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. We now prove inequality (6). Let the polyno- 
mial 
have degree A4 and choose 6 such that 
0<6< 
1 
6(M- 1)’ (7) 
We define xR to be the indicator function of the event 
Ix 1 , ..‘, x,:Vm)x,+ ... +x~-~I, Jx,+~+ ... +x,)<n”}. 
Let (T, denote the sign changing operator 
(a,x,)(x, 9 . . . . x,5 ..., x,1 = XR(X1, .. . . -x,, . . . . x,). 
We then define the indicator function xReg of the event of regular configura- 
tions to be 
XRen = XRta, XR) ‘. tad,). 
Note that xReg is invariant under each G,,,. On regular configurations 
(ax,+ ... $aX,-l+Xm+l+ ... +x,1 
<(a( (Xl + ... +x,-,I + lx,+, + ‘.. +x,1 
d 2n* (8) 
for all m, since we assume lu.1 d 1 throughout. Using xRen we now separate 
the proof of inequality (6) into two parts: 
l/P 
IKl...K,(Ej+~)IPdv,(xl)...dv,(x,) 
I 
UP 
. TV, . 
In order to apply Lemma 1.6 to the first part we need to estimate 
11 1 
l/P 
XReglK1 . ..Kn(EJ’+ cp)lP ~v,kn) . 
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Using relation (2) we rewrite 
K1 . . . K,(&j + cp) = &(A + xmB), 
where 
M 
A(X,) . ..) i?‘,, . ..) 4=&j+ c bd(Pn--,d(axl,...,ax,-l,x,+l,...,xn), 
d=O 
B(x I, . . . . f,, . ..) x,1= f bddqn-l,d-l(axI ,..., ax,-I,x,+I,...rx,). 
d=l 
Now using relations (8) and (3) we obtain bounds for the A and 
B-functions on regular configurations: 
X/kg I&, , . . . . &n, . . . . x,)1 d cpM6 
XRe* IB(x,, . . . . gm, . . . . x,)1 d cp- 1)6, 
(9) 
where the constant cr depends only on the polynomial j, With 
XI 7 -.., -Iz,, . ..) x, considered fixed, 
IlP 
where 
xn,(x I,..., -$ ,..., X~)=X&+ ,..., -2 ,..., xn) 
denotes the regularizing indicator function XRes with a I/& in the mth 
slot. Setting C= BA-‘/,/;I we have 
+h; 4-l 
.( > 
(2Re(aC))2+O((aC(3) 
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so that 
Similarly, 
1 +$ ,aCl’+p(;- 1) (Re(aC))‘+ WUCI’)) 
I;‘P 
=I/41 1+fJslC~2+(~-l)(Re(cK))2+O(laC13)}. 
i 
Now according to the choice of 6 in (7) 
as n -+ co. (This is where the quaternionic regularization comes into play.) 
Therefore, if n is sufficiently large, then 
provided M satisfies the infinitesimal condition as in Lemma 1.4. Again 
by (71, 
for some ;1> 0, so we conclude with Lemma 2 that 
{jzR~~~K,‘-K,(Ei+~)~pdv~(~,).“dv.,(x.,)~”~ 
<(l +CE- n 3 -‘-3i(--1’)n{j ,~~+~l’dv~~x~~...dv,(l.~j”4. (10) 
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lim (l+c~ -3n-1-31(M-19n= 1, 
n-cc 
and therefore by the central limit theorem the right side of (10) has the 
limit 
I I 
114 
,‘lr”, IEj+cplqdv,(xl)...dv,(x,) = II&.+ (PII L7(dp). 
We analyze the remaining part of the problem as 
i, I 
l/P 
(1 -~~~~)lK~...K~(&j+(~)l~dv,(x~)...dv,(x,) 
< (Prob,(XReg = o})1’2p 
(s 
1/2P 
x (l-c,... K,(Ej+ q7)(2p dv,(x,) . ..dv.(x,) . (11) 
The second factor in (11) has the limit 
11 I 
WP 
lim IKl .-~K,(&j+(p)~*pdv,(x,)~~~dv,(x,) 
n-00 
= Ilr(a)(&j+f)llL2P(~~)< CcJ. 
As for the first factor, note that xRpg= 0 only if one of the regularizing 
indicator functions xR, r~, xR, . . . . rs,,xR = 0, so that 
pr0b”h-g = 0) <(n+ 1) Prob,{X,=o). 
From the definition of xR we see that 
Prob,{x,=O}< i (Prob,{lx,+ . ..+xmp.(annd} 
l?l=l 
+ Prob,{ I&l+ 1 + .‘. +x,1 >/d}) 
<2(n- 1) sup Prob,(lx, + ... +x,( 2 n”}. 
VIE { l,...,n) 
Using E, to denote expectation in the probability measure 
dv,(x,) . . . dv,(x,), we have the Chebyshev inequality 
Prob,(lx, + ... +x,1 >d} < 
En(lx, + ... +x,1”) 
n N6 
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in which we will choose N > 2/J. By a trivial scaling argument 
where the constant cN depends only on N. The existence of c,,, < m follows 
from the fact that 
Finally, using the choice N > 2/6, 
so that the right side of (11) tends to zero as n + co. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 1 
2. GAUSSIAN OPERATORS IN DIMENSION ONE 
In this section we consider the problem of finding maximizing functions 
for an operator G: LY(R) -+ LP(R) given by a complex Gaussian kernel 
G(x, Y). 
First we discuss some generalities on the boundedness of such operators. 
Let G: L.4 --, Lp be given by a nondegenerate Gaussian kernel G(x, y) 
exp{ -(/%x2 + yx + 2&y + sy* + iy)} 
D, y, 6,~ i E C, We 612 < We P)(Re ~1. (12) 
If we let M,, denote the operator of multiplication by the function 
e-“(x--r)2, and let C, denote the operator given by convolution with the 
function e ~- Zx2, then we may write G = const. M,_ 6,0 C,M,_. 6,r for some 
(r, T E c. 
Note 2.1. If q 2 p and Re 0 > 0, then by Holder’s inequality M,,, : 
Ly + Lp is bounded. 
Note 2.2. If q ,< p and Re T > 0, then by Young’s inequality C, : Ly -+ Lp 
is bounded. 
PROPOSITION. If Re 6 # 0, then the operator G: Ly -+ Lp is bounded. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume in (1) that Re /I, 
Re E > Re 6 > 0. Using Notes 2.1 and 2.2 we see that if q < p, then 
lIM,-&owL&,fll p 6 const. II Cd Me ~ s,rfll p 
< const. Il~E--S,zfllq < const. Il.0 y, 
and if q z p, then 
lI~,-&c7C,~,-,,J-ll ~f~~~~~.ll~~~,-s,,fIIy6~~~~~.IlflI,. I 
In the proof of the next proposition we use the Fourier transform; our 
convention is 
Ff(p)= pf(X)* 
J5Fc’ 
PROPOSITION. Zf 6 is pure imaginary, then G: Lq + Lp is bounded. 
ProoJ: By a change of variables if necessary, G = const. M,,9M,,. 
We use only the Hausdorff-Young inequality and Notes 2.1 and 2.2 to 
establish the various cases below. If p < 2 <q, then 
lI~g,~~~~,~fIIP~consf. II@-M,,,f II2 =const. IW,,,f l12Gconst. Ilfll,. 
If p, q < 2, then 
IIM,,~~,,,f Il,Gconst. IIFM,,,f I/,,Gconst. IIM,,.f lI,Gconst. Ilf l14. 
The case p, q > 2 is dual to the preceding case. If p’ < q < 2, then 
lIM,,~~e,,fll p G const. II9M,,f II p G const. IW,fll ps G const. Ilf II y. 
The case q 6 p’ 6 2 is dual to the preceding case. 1 
Now we deduce some consequences of hypercontractivity. The kernel of 
the Hermite semigroup with respect o the unit Gauss measure is known as 
the Mehler kernel: 
ra(x, y)=(l--~~~))l’~exp - 
i 
ct2( x2 + y’) - 2axy 
> 2(1-c?) ’ 
a# +1. 
(Section 3 contains a derivation of the Mehler kernel.) Now 
V(~)f lILP(dp) 
l/P 
= rak Y)f(Y)dW) pdA4 
I I 
ZZ iN 
e 42PrJx, y) e - YQe + Yw?e ~ .Vw!f ( y) -jqP-j+=J’~‘. 
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while 
Let G(U): LY(R, dy) + LP(R, Iiy) denote the operator whose kernel with 
respect o Lebesgue measure dy is 
G,(x, y) = (2~)~ 1’2 epx2’2pT,(x, y) e m?2’2q’, (13) 
where q’ is the Lebesgue conjugate to q. Since multiplication by the func- 
tion exp{ - y2/2qf is an isometry from LY(R, &) onto LY(R, dy), we see 
that if T(a): L”(dp) --t LP(&) is a contraction, then G(B): Ly(dy) -+ Lp(dy) 
is bounded. Moreover, since 
sup llr(a).fll LP(dp) = 1 
/E LTd@) llfll LTdlJ ) 
is attained at the functionf= 1, we see that 
sup (IG(or)fllL'(dy)=(2~)1/2y (Zn)- 1/2P 
./t L'Tdy) llf‘ll LY(dY) 
is attained at the Gaussian function f(r) =exp{ - y2/2q}. On the other 
hand, if T(E): L*(&) -P LP(&) is unbounded, then G(a): Ly(dy) + Lp(dy) 
is also unbounded. In this case G,(x, y) is degenerate. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 1 <q < p d co. The operator FP,Y,6,E,I: LY(R, dy) -+ 
LP(R, dy) given by the nondegenerate Gaussian kernel 
exp 
1 
+?x’-2yx+2~xy+Ey~-2~?;) 
B, Y, 4 6, i E C, (Re S12 < (Re P)(Re 8) 
attains its bound at a Gaussian maximizing function. 
Proof: The theorem is trivial when p = co. Let F(x, y) denote the kernel 
for F. The bound for F is given by 
SUP llf'k -)ii Lf(dy) = llF(xco -)ti ~q’(d~). 
Therefore the function in Ly(dy) dual to the function exp{ -(ay2 + 
26x,, y - 2[y)/2} is the required Gaussian maximizing function. 
From Theorem l.l/Note 1.2 and the restriction 1 <q d p < CC we know 
that the operator G(a): LY(dy) -+ Lp(dy) is bounded if and only if 
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T(a): Ly(&) + Lp(&) is a contraction. Therefore, if G,(x, y) is non- 
degenerate, then it has a Gaussian maximizing function. 
The idea of the proof is that under suitable changes of variables, the 
kernels G,(x, y) in (12) with a satisfying the infinitesimal condition exhaust 
the general class of kernels FB.Y,6,E,I. First we reduce the problem to the 
mean zero case y = 5 = 0. Varying the imaginary parts of b, y, E, and [ does 
not change the bound of F, and merely shifts maximizing functions by a 
Gaussian phase factor. So without loss of generality we are free to adjust 
the imaginary parts of b, y, E, and i to ensure that F has real means. Isolate 
the means x0, y, 
BX*-2yX+26Xy+ Ey2- 2[y 
= /3(x -x0)* + 26(x - x0)( y - y,) + E( y - y,)* + const. 
= fix* - 2(fixo + Syo)x + 26xy + &y2 - 2(6x, + EY,) y + const. 
which is consistent if 
We can adjust the imaginary parts of fi, E so that BE-S* is real and non- 
zero. Then 
x0 
0 Yo =(BE--2)r l (“s J(r). 
The imaginary part is 
Im xo 
0 
y. =(/3&-s*)-’ 
IrnE 
-1m6 
Re E 
+ 
-Red 
and since 
ReE -Re6 
-Red Re P > 
is nonsingular, there is a choice of (Im y, Im i) such that Im x0 = Im y, = 0. 
Therefore, by a translation of variables x H x - x0, ye y - y, (which 
merely shifts the means of possible Gaussian maximizing functions) we 
may assume without loss of generality that the parameters y and [ in 
Theorem 2.3 are zero. With y and i equal to zero we may further reduce 
580/87/l-2 
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the problem to the case B, E E R and by a resealing of variables x H /I”‘.Y, 
y H &‘!‘y arrive at the kernels 
ex P -;(xz+2zxy+y2) ZEC, )Rez/ < 1. 
In other words, if these simplified kernels have Gaussian maximizing func- 
tions, then so do the general kernels F,j,).,6.c,c. By similar reasoning applied 
to the kernels (13) 
G,(x, y)= (241 -~~)))“~exp 
i 
x2 a2(x2 + y2) - 2clxy y2 
--%- -- 
2(1 -a2) w 1 
we know that the operators from L”(dy) to Lp(dy) given by the kernels 
exp 
2axy 
x2-(1-a2)JlqipfGj+y2 ’ 
A(g)=i+Re 
have Gaussian maximizing functions. Therefore it suffices to show that the 
function 
C(a) = 
a 
(1 -a’)J;loB(oc) 
maps a part of the unit disk (a( < 1 onto a region containing the strip 
(Re zI < 1. 
First note that a/( 1 -a’) maps the disk onto the region C\{ ti: /I( 3 l/2) 
with two slits removed. Also note that 
Re when 8 # 0,~ 
Case 1. p > 2. Let a = ye”. For 8 fixed, 8 # 0, rr, as r increases from zero 
inside the disk, A(a) + 0. (This happens before r reaches 1.) Along the real 
axis C(r) -+ 1 as r -+ 1 and C( - Y) -+ - 1 as r -+ - 1. Therefore C(a) maps 
a portion of the unit disk onto the region C\ (t: t E R, JtJ 2 1 > with two slits 
removed. 
Case 2. p < 2. If p < 2, then q < 2, and so q’ > 2. Same conclusion as 
Case 1. 
Case 3. p=q= 2. Now A(a), B(a) both tend to zero on the boundary 
circle, except at + 1. Same conclusion as Case 1. 1 
Next we discuss degenerate kernels. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 <q 6 p < co. If the operator FB,B,e: Lq(R, dy) -+ 
LP(R, dy) given by the degenerate Gaussian kernel 
exp i 
-;(~x’+2sxy+Ey2) ) 
I 
8,6, E E C, Im 6 # 0, (Re 6)2 = (Re fl)(Re E) 
is bounded, then it attains its bound at a Gaussian maximizing function. 
Proof The case Re /?, Re E > 0, Im 6 # 0 follows from the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. 
The case Re fl, Re 6, Re E = 0 rescales by x + x/2(Im 6) to the Fourier 
transform. The Fourier transform as an operator Lq(dy) + Lp(dy) is 
bounded only when 1~ q<2 and p=q’. Choosing a = i,/&i in the 
kernel G,(x, y) proves the theorem. (This gives Beckner’s result on the 
Hausdorff-Young inequalities.) 1 
COROLLARY (Beckner). Let 1 < p < 2. The sharp constants for the 
Hausdorff- Young inequalities are 
sup IpFf lip. = (p/27#‘2r/(p’/27+‘2p’. 
II/lip = 1 
These constants are attained for any real Gaussian function. 
Only the degenerate real Gaussian kernel remains. By a change of 
variables this operator is given by convolution with a fixed real Gaussian 
function. Since the Mehler kernel is not defined at a = f 1, the methods 
of Theorem 2.3 break down and a limiting argument is required. The 
following theorem is also a consequence of the theorem on sharp Young’s 
inequalities [2, 31. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 1 < q < p 6 co. The operator F: Lq(R, dy) -+ 
LP(R, dy) given by convolution with the Gaussian function g(x) = eeX2 
attains its bound at a Gaussian maximizing function. 
Proof Since g E L’ for all 1 d r < cc we know from Young’s inequality 
that F is bounded for each q < p. Calculation with Gaussians shows that 
this condition q < p is also necessary for boundedness. 
Let 44, denote the operator of multiplication by eerXz. Then the 
operator Ff taking a function f to g * (M, f) is given by a nondegenerate 
Gaussian kernel and falls within the scope of Theorem 2.3. First we note 
that the operators F, converge strongly as t -+ 0 to F. This follows from an 
application of Young’s inequality: 
II~,f-~fIIp=lI~*~~,f-f~llp6lI~ll.Il~~,-~~flI,~ s,l+l-‘. 
P 4 
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By the dominated convergence theorem, the right side tends to zero as 
2 -+ 0. From Theorem 2.3 the norms of the operators F,: Ly --t Lp are 
known and calculation shows that they depend continuously on t; as t + 0 
these norms converge to the “Gaussian bound” of F 
Suppose now that the bound b of F: Ly -+ Lp is actually larger than 6,. 
Then there exists some CELL, [IfI/, = 1, such that (Ig *fjl,> b,. But 
)I g * f/l p = lim, _ ,, (I F,fll p d b,, which is a contradiction. 1 
We finish this section with some partial results on relaxing the q < p 
condition. The condition q < p in Theorem 1.1 can be dropped when 
a E R. According to Theorem 1.1, T(a): Lp(dp) + Lp(d,u) is a contraction 
when aE R, Ial d 1, 1 <p < co. By duality to L’(&)-contractivity, 
T(a): L”(&) -+ L”(&) is also a contraction when aER, Ial < 1. Now 
suppose q 3 p. Since dp is a probability measure, 
Ilr(a)f II L.fJ(dp) d Ilf II .v(dp) d llfll L4(&)3 
so that r(a): Ly(dp) + LP(dp) is a contraction. Actually it is a simple 
phenomenon that r(a) is LP(dp)-contractive. A bounded map Ton L’(dp) 
is said to be doubly Markovian in case it is positivity preserving (Tf 2 0 if 
f 20) and Tl = T*l = 1. It is a theorem that any doubly Markovian map 
is a contraction on each Lp(dp) space, 1 d p < co (see [ 10, pp. 30-311). 
Since the Mehler kernel T,(x, y) for real a is strictly positive, I’(a) is such 
an operator. 
The condition q < p in Theorem 1.1 can also be dropped when a is pure 
imaginary. 
Case 1. 2 6 p < q < co. In this case r(a): Ly(dp) + Lp(dp) is bounded 
only if [a( d (p- l))li2. But then I’(a) is a contraction on Lp(dp). 
Therefore I’(a): Ly(dp) -+ Lp(dp) is a contraction if Ial d (p- l)-“2, and 
unbounded otherwise. 
Case 2. 1 <p < q < 2. In this case r(a): Ly(dp) -+ Lp(dp) is bounded 
only if (a(<(q-1) . ‘I2 But then T(a) is a contraction on Lq(dp). Therefore 
T(a): Lq(dp) -+ Lp(dp) is a contraction if Jai d (q - 1)r12, and unbounded 
otherwise. 
If 1~~62 <q< co, then T(a): Ly(d,u) -+ LP(d,u) for all aEC, (a/ < 1. 
Write a = yei’. Since r(eis) is unitary on L2(dp), r(a) =T(r) T(e”) is 
L’(dp)-contractive, and the result follows. 
For general a EC, p < q, T(a): LY(dp) + LP(dp) need not be a contrac- 
tion when it is bounded. In fact F. Weissler in [13] calculated the exact 
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region of boundedness for each p, q and showed the existence of bounded 
noncontractions. His methods involved elementary mapping properties of 
the heat semigroup. 
We now state analogous results relative to Lebesgue measure. The 
following theorem was first proven by Brascamp and Lieb [3] using 
rearrangement inequalities. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 1 <p, q < 00, q> 1. If the operator F: Lq(R, dy) --f 
LP(R, dy) is given by a nondegenerate real Gaussian kernel, then it attains its 
bound at a real Gaussian maximizing function. 
Proof: We know from the above discussion that for a real, r(a): 
Ly(du) + Lp(du) obeys the contraction/unbounded alternative for all p, q. 
The result follows from the proof of Theorem 2.3. 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Let 1 <p f 2 <q< co. Any bounded operator F: 
Lq(R, dy) -+ LP(R, dy) given by a complex Gaussian kernel attains its bound 
at a Gaussian maximizing function. 
Proof We know from the above discussion that for Ial < 1, 
T(a): Lq(du) + Lp(du) is a contraction. The result follows from the proof 
of Theorem 2.3. 1 
For the next theorem we need an easy lemma on the Gaussian multi- 
plication operator. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let q > p and let M,: Ly -+ Lp denote the operator of multi- 
plication by the function e pSX2. Then M, attains its bound at a Gaussian 
maximizing function. 
Proof Since the heat semigroup P, whose kernel is the normal distribu- 
tion 
P,(& y) = (Znt) ~ l/2 e -- (x .vm 
is an approximation of the identity (see [ 11, pp. 62-64]), M, P, converges 
strongly as t + 0 to M,: 
From Theorem 2.6 the bounds of the operators M,P,: Lq --f Lp are known; 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 this leads to the desired result. 
We can also prove the lemma in an elementary way using Holder’s 
inequality. We have 
IIM,f lip d lle~S(~)Z/Ir llfllq, 
1 1 1 -=-+-. 
P r 4 
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It is an easy calculation that equality is attained for the function 
f(X)=e-P”.‘*/‘“-P)~ m 
THEOREM 2.9. Let 1 6 p, q < CO, q > 1. The operator Fa.h,y: LY(R, dy) --t 
LP(R, dy) given by the Gaussian kernel with pure imaginary cross term 
fw -i(ax2+2bixy+yy2) cn, ~EC, heR 
attains its bound at a Gaussian maximizing function. 
Proof. The case of Re CI = Re y = 0, or Fourier transform, is covered in 
Theorem 2.4, so it suffices to prove the theorem for the kernels 
ew 1 
-jj(x’--2ixy+ty2) , 
I 
t > 0. 
The case of q, p’> 2 is covered in Theorem 2.7, so we assume 
min(q, p’} < 2. Let 1 < r < min{q, p’}. Using Hiilder’s inequality and 
Beckner’s theorem we have 
= (M,,,fK~)(~ - ‘W/2 g)(x) dx 
G& lW1,2fllr ll~-‘~,,2g/l.~ 
d J2n lI~1,2fllr CBlIM,/2 g/l,, 
where cs is Beckner’s harp Hausdorff-Young constant. Now according to 
Lemma 2.8, 
sup II M,,2 Al r 
/IB/lq= 1
is attained at g,(x) = e-rrr2’2(yp r’, while 
sup ll~,,*fll r 
II/ I/p. = 1 
is attained at f,(x) = e- rx2’2’p’ ~ ‘I. By Beckner’s theorem, 
CL9 llM,,* ‘!Tm Ilr= IIT -‘M,,z grn Ilr,? 
since g, is Gaussian. The HGlder’s inequality 
(M,,~.L)(x)(~ -94,,2 g,)(x) dx Q IIM,,zfm llr 119 ~- ‘W/2 g,n llr 
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becomes equality if 
Ml,* f, = const.(F - i M,, gm)r’ir. 
This will be the case if 
p,qt = (P’ - r)(q - 4 
(r-l) ’ 
Clearly there is a value r E (1, min{q, p’}) satisfying this equation. There- 
fore we have shown that the “Gaussian bound” is a sharp upper bound. 1 
The last theorem in this section is a partial result on kernels with general 
complex cross terms. For this theorem let GzP denote the operator given 
by the kernel 
Gy,.P(x, y) = Qn)-‘/* e-X2/2Pfa(X, y) ,-Y2i2y’, 
where ~Jx, y) is the Mehler kernel for r(a) with respect o the unit Gauss 
measure. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let y E C. The operator GTP: LY(R, dy) -+ LP(R, dy) has 
a Gaussian maximizing function in case 1 < p < q < 2 and (y 1 < (q - 1 )112, or 
in case 2<p<q< co and IyJ <(~‘--l)“~. 
As in Theorem 2.3, this has the consequence that any operator whose 
kernel is related to GTp(x, y) by a linear change of variable will have a 
Gaussian maximizing function. Note that this result is sharp for y pure 
imaginary. 
Proof. We use the factorization 
GFP(x, y) = G2po G;*(x, y), ‘@=Y 
coming from the semigroup property of the Mehler kernel. Now bound the 
composed operator with the Schwarz inequality: 
sup 
II 
f(4(G:P 0 Gp2 g)(x) dx 
llfllp, = Ilgll, = 1 
d SUP llG:'~*fll~ SUP IlG~'gll,. 
Ilfllp~ =1 Ilgllq= 1 
In the case 1~ p < q < 2, set CI = (yl -‘y, and j? = (yl < (q- 1)“‘. Then the 
sups on the right side of the Schwarz inequality are finite and attained at 
the maximizing functions fm( x) = e -X2’2p’, and g,(x) = e -x2’2q, respectively. 
It is a simple calculation that G~‘~*f,(x) = G$*g,Jx) = eeX214, giving 
equality in the Schwarz inequality. In the case 2 < p <q < 00, set a = IyI < 
(p’ - I)“*, and /I = IyI -’ y. The conclusion is identical to the first case. 1 
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3. GAUSSIAN PROCESSES AND HYPERC'ONTRACTIVITY 
In this section we use Fock space ideas to reprove Theorem 1.1, 
extending it to a higher dimensional setting. First we introduce some 
notions of second quantization. For more details on the mathematics of 
second quantization, see Refs. [9, lo]. A good reference on Hermite poly- 
nomials is [ 121. 
Let .# be a real Hilbert space. The Gaussian process indexed by 3 is 
the unique (up to equivalence) random process 4: X + L*(Q, S, &) 
indexed by X’ such that 
(a) S is the a-algebra generated by the d(v), v E 3; 
(b) each d(v) is a Gaussian random variable; 
(c) SC2 9(Ul) d(u2) & = (VI 3 02).x. 
Usually the space L*(Q, S, d,u) is denoted by r(s). We let Z-(X),, 
denote the closed linear span of all elements of the form #(vr) . ..+(a.,,), 
with m <:, and let T(Z),, denote the orthogonal complement of 
r(xo)G(n- I) in r(WGn. For v,, . . . . v, E 2, we define the Wick product 
:#(v,)...&v,~): to be the orthogonal projection of &v,)...&v,) onto 
r(S),. For ur , . . . . u,, w1 , . . . . n’,,, E X we have 
(:4(v,)..‘4(%J> :~(w,,.‘.~(Wm):)r(.x)=C (VI, w,(I)).* . ..(%?I. W,(,,).,,> 
x 
where the sum on the right is over all permutations z of 1, ,.., n. Just as the 
Hermite polynomials span L’(R, dp), it is known that 
n=O 
In the special case of $f? =R” we realize T(R”) to be L*(R”, g’, dp), 
where g is the a-algebra of Bore1 sets, and dp is the unit Gauss measure 
L&(X) = (27-c) n/2 e m~‘2/2 d”x. 
For v = vre, + . . . + u”e,, 4(v) is the Gaussian random variable 
v’x, + . . + v”x,. Here {e,, . . . . e,I} is the standard basis in R” and x,, . . . . X, 
are the standard coordinates. The Wick product :d(e,)ml ... &e,)‘? is the 
random variable H,,(x,) ... H,“(x,), where H,(x) is the mth Hermite 
polynomial normalized to have leading coefficient 1. 
Let A: X’ --) # be a real contraction on X. Its second quantization 
T(A) is defined by its action on the orthogonal spaces I’(%),, 
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One calculates that Ilr(A) 1 r(X),\\ < J\A\J”, so that T(A) extends by 
continuity to a contraction on all of r(X). In fact it is known that for any 
contraction A, T(A) is a positivity preserving operator, and hence doubly 
Markovian (see [lo, p. 261). It follows that T(A) is a contraction on each 
space Lp(sZ, S, dp), 1 < p < co. 
In order to prove the main theorem of this section we need to consider 
the Gaussian process d,,, indexed by R” @ I.. OR” (N copies of R”). 
Thus dN takes vectors (u,, . . . . uN) to Gaussian random variables on 
(R”@ ... OR”, 8, L$L,,~(x,) x ... x d~i,,,,(x,)) in the usual way: 
4.dullell + ... +ulneln, -., oNleN + ... +uNneNn) 
= (u1,x11+ .‘. +U,nX,n)+ ... -I- (uJq,x&q + ... +uhrnx)yn). 
Here dp, denotes the measure dial, = (2r~t)-“‘~ e-x2/2’ d”x, and 
(ej, , . . . . ejn} denotes the standard basis on the jth copy of R”. We define the 
generalized Hermite polynomials HL( x) by 
H~(x)=S(x+ir)md~,(y)= 1 
cmf21 (-l)Pm! tP xwP2p 
p=. 2pp! (m-2p)! ’ 
for which we have the addition formula 
From this formula it is easy to show that the random variable 
:fjN(elj, . . . . eNj)m: is simply the Hermite polynomial H,(x,+ . . . + xNj). 
For A r, . . . . A, contractions on R”, we define the operator T1 (A , ) @ . . . @ 
T,(A,) by its action on polynomials in the nN variables xI1, . . . . xNn, 
T,(Al)O ... of,(A,)(H,,,(x,,)..‘H,,(x,,)) 
=z-(A,@ ... 0 AN) :cjN(ell, 0, . . . . O)m” ...dN(O, . . . . 0, eNn)MNn:. 
Now let xj=xv+ ... +xNj, j= 1, . . . . IZ, and assume that A, = . . . = 
A, = A. Then the random variables 
and 
r,(A)@ ... of,(A)(H,,(x,)...H,~(x,)) 
coincide as functions of xi, . . . . x,. Note that the above definitions concern- 
ing real n x n matrices A can be naturally extended to complex matrices 
that are contractions on C”. 
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We now give a derivation of the Mehler kernel for T(A ). For u E R” we 
have 
by multinomial nonsense, where both sides converge in L*(R”, &). But the 
expression (for instance) 
f :qqu,e,p = f u;“H,,(x,) 
?I?,=0 ml! m,=o m, ! 
converges in L*(+) to the generating function e”“‘- ‘:‘* of the Hermite 
polynomials. (By easy bounds on the Hermite polynomials, we know that 
for fixed x1 both expressions are entire functions in the variable ui. So for 
each fixed vi, the series converges pointwise to the generating function, and 
therefore in L*(&).) Considering the action of T(A) on the top series, we 
derive the formula 
T(A)exp {u.x-g}=exp {Aa.x-q}. 
In particular 
T(A)exp{ip.x}=exp i&.x+ 
1 
(AP)2 - P2 2 
1 
. 
If A # f 1, then by Fourier analysis the kernel Ta(x, y)Lrb of T(A) with 
respect o Lebesgue measure is 
I sexp{-ip.y} f(A)exp(ip,x} 
= (2x) .r 
d”p -exp(-ip.y} exp iAp.x+ (API’ - P* 
2 
= (27~) -4’ (det( 1 - A TA))-“’ 
x exp -;(A ‘x-y).(l -ATA)-’ (ATx-y) 
This kernel extends naturally to complex matrices A. If A is a symmetric 
matrix, then the kernel of T(A) with respect to the unit Gauss measure is 
fa(x, y) = (det( 1 - A2))-‘12 exp -~(Ax.(~-A*)-~Ax 
-2Ax.(l -A2)-‘y+Ay.(l -A2)-IAy) . 
1 
Now we prove a higher dimensional version of Theorem 1.1. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an n x n complex matrix, \(A[\ < 1, and let 
1 <q < p < 0~). Then T(A): L4(R”, dp) -+ LP(R”, dp) is a contraction if A 
satisfies the infinitesimal condition 
(Im Az)~ + (p - l)(Re Az)~ d (In-r z)’ f (q - 1 )(Re 2)’ for all z E C”, 
If A violates the infinitesimal condition, then by calculation with exponen- 
tials, T(A): Ly -+ Lp is unbounded. 
The squares in this theorem refer to the ordinary Euclidean inner 
product. As with the one-dimensional proof, it suffices to show that when 
A satisfies the infinitesimal and symmetry conditions, 
IIUA)(Ej+f)ll Lp(dp) G II~j+fllLq~dp~ (14) 
for every E > 0 and complex polynomial J For brevity of notation we write 
out the proof in dimension n = 2, but the ideas work in all dimensions. 
Let s = l/N. The idea of the proof is to use the representation 
= l IT(A)(&j+f)(xl + ... +x,, y, + ... + y,)lp 
= Ir,(A)O s ..- oT,(A)(&j+f)lPd~L,(xI, Y,)~~~&,(x,, yN) 
and to inductively remove the partial ri(A) operators using the Segal- 
Beckner-type Lemma 1.6. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need a 
quaternionic lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an n x n complex matrix, llAl\ < 1. If the inequality 
lAvl*+(p-2)IReAvl*<Iv(*+(q-2)(Re~~~ 
holds for every v E C”, then it holds for every v E H”. 
Proof. Follow the proof of Lemma 1.4 in Section 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let the polynomial 
f(x, Y) = : bd,,dzH&) H,,(y) 
d,,f&=O 
in (14) have degree <2M. First we need to define a regularizing indicator 
function. Choose 6 such that 1 0<6<- 
12M’ (15) 
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Let x’;l, xR denote the indicator functions of the events 
We need sign changing operators (T,~, o?~: 
and similarly for gy,. We also need operators Z, interchanging the x,, yj 
variables: 
(zjf)(xl, . . . . XN, yl, . . . . YN) =fcX1, . . . . yj, . . . . *NY y,, ..‘, x,, ..., yN). 
The indicator function xReR of regular configurations is the fully 
6, r-symmetrized version of xR : 
XS=XR(~r,XR).“(~r~yXR)(~l.,XR)...(LT,YNXR)’ 
XRen = id’, X.S) . ’ (~,xs). 
This symmetrization guarantees 
I XRcgXi dp.7(-xi3 YEI = J X Rex Yi dps(xi? J’i) = J XRegXiYi dF.s(*i. J’i) = 0, 
(16a) 
and 
=$E(x,, . ..) ii, . . . . XN, y,, . ..) pi? ‘..Y yN), (16b) 
where E is a function of faster than polynomial decay in NP i, uniformly in 
the variables x,, . . . . y,,,. 
In order to apply Lemma 1.6 we need to estimate 
1 
l/P 
XRrnIT1(A)O.‘.OT,(A)Or;+,(~)0’~‘0r,(r)(&~+f)IPdl*,(x,,Y,) 
(17) 
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by removing the ri(A)-operator. This requires that we decompose f(x, y) 
into generalized Hermite polynomials: 
.0x, y)=f(x, + ... +x/v, y1+ ... + YN) 
XH ~,Im~fpy,(X1 + .‘. +Xi- 1) H$I~~py,(Y1 + ... + JJ-1) 
x H”,,(x;) H”,,(y,) H;-‘jS(xi+ 1 + ... +x,) 
xH;-‘)~(~~+,+ ... +y,). 
From this decomposition we obtain 
tflCA)O “. @rj(A)Of,+,(I)@ ..’ @f,(Z)f)(Xt ,V) 
=f fB q,,q?‘r(A) H”,,(Xi) H”,,(Yi) 
y,=o c/2=0 
in which the B,,,,, coefficients contain the non-x,, yi variables: 
B y,,42 = : E “fq’ “f2 b 
dl=q, dz=q p,=o p2=0 
4~~~(~j(~~)(d1;,p1)(d2,p2) 
x (f,(A)@ ... @Tip,(A) H$,I;,~Jx~ + ... +xj-1) 
xH (i- 1)s d2-p2-q2h + ..’ + Yi-1)) 
x H(N-i)s(~i+l + ... +xN) HE-‘)Q,+, + ... + y,,,). 
PI (18) 
So our problem is to estimate 
B qt,q2’i(A) Hi,(Xi) H”,,(Y,) dPs( i, Yi) In x }I/“. (19) 
Setting C,,,,, = t&j+ BOX’ B,,,,, we evaluate the integrand in (19) 
5 Cq,,q,ri(A) H”,,(x;) wq,(yi) ’ p’2 41.42=0 I} 
={ll+C,,,(A x. A 11 t + 21 Yi) + Co,1(Anx, + A22 yi) + Rem.(xi, yi)12}p’2 
= il +2W(Cl,o~l, + Co,,A,2)xi+ (C1,421+ Co,,A22)yi) 
+I(C~,O~~~+C~,~~~~)X~+(C~,~~~~+C~,~~~~)~~I~+R~~~‘(~~~ yi)}p’2 
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= 1 + p Re(linear part) 
+~(IC,.“A,,+C”.,Alz12XT+lCI,0A2,+C0,,A2212J~l 
+2 RW’l,o~ll + Co,l~12NCl.o~21 +Gl,l~22)x,~~i) 
+ Rem.“(x,, ri), 
where remainders have been collected in Rem., Rem.‘, and Rem.“. Note 
that these remainders actually depend on all the variables 
xl, . . . . XN, y, , .*., y,. Now insert this Taylor series development into (19) 
and use the integrals in (16). Letting C denote the vector (C,.,, C,,,), the 
result is 
The remainder part is controlled as 
Rem.(x,, yi) = f cq,,g,ri(A) H”,,(xi) Hi2(Yi) 
41.42’0 
YlfY222 
=yLl 
y1,y2~Sy,(~1) Hi*(Yi) 
YI.42’0 
YlfWL2 
in which the D,,,,, coefficients are linear combinations of the C,,,,, coef- 
ficients. For instance, 
D,,,=A:,C,,,+A,,A,,C,,, f42Co.2. 
The powers of s in the expansion 
permit the bound 
Rem.“(xi, Yi)=P((Re&,o) Hi(xi) + We Dl.1) X,Y, + We Do,,) HS2(Yi)) 
+ 0 max IC,,.,, ( 41.42 II) (“(l(xi, Yi)13)+Np1). 
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Therefore 
s xReg Rem.%, yi) d/Js(Xiv Yi) = xi0 max Ic,,,,, I’)( E+ O(N-3’2)). YI.42 
Since E has rapid decay in N, our final series estimate for (19) is 
By a similar calculation 
. 
(20) 
(21) 
Now from the definition (18) of the coefficients B,,,,, we have 
& IC,,,,,l < const. E- 1Nd(2M-qql-q2) 
< const. E ~ ‘N1/6N--i. 
for some I >O, according to the choice of 6 in (15). From (20) and (21) 
we conclude with Lemma 1.6 and the higher dimensional quaternionic 
Lemma 3.2 that 
VP 
I/Y 
d (1 + E-~O(N-‘-~“))~ ( I.sj+fl” &(x, v) . (22) 
As in the one-dimensional proof, 
lim 
N-m s 
t1 -xReg)irl@)@ .” @fN(A)(ej+f)lP 
x &s(x, 3 YI ) . . .44x,, YN) = 0, 
so that taking the limit N -+ 00 in (22) proves the theorem. 1 
As in Section 2, we know that if T(A): Lq(R”, &) + LP(R”, &) is a con- 
traction, then the operator G(A): Lq(R”) + LP(R”) with kernel 
G,(x, y)= (27r-“‘* e-x2’2T,,,(~, y)e+‘*q’ 
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has a Gaussian maximizing function. A general Gaussian kernel acting on 
R” contains 3n(n + 1)/2 parameters, and only 2n changes of variable can be 
performed. Therefore the rz’ parameters in G(A) do not suffice to prove 
higher dimensional analogous to those in Section 2. 
4. RELATED PROBLEMS 
Several problems remain. Theorem 2.10 only partially treats the (com- 
plex) 4 > p operators. This may be expected, since the contraction/unboun- 
ded alternative generally fails when 4 > p, Another question concerns 
uniqueness of the maximizing functions. It would be very interesting to 
know that only Gaussian functions maximize the operators considered in 
this paper. Finally, it appears that the hypercontractive approach fails to 
solve the problem of higher dimensional Gaussian kernels. 
For problems on hypercontractivity with respect o multipliers on other 
systems of orthogonal polynomials, see Refs. [6, 7, 141. 
Note added in proof: Elliot Lieb has kindly pointed out to the author that the proof of 
Theorem 2.4 does not include the cases Re 6 = Re /J = 0, Re E # 0, or Re S = Re E = 0, Re b # 0, 
for which the theorem would be false. A similar remark applies to Theorem 2.9. 
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